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Level X (レベルX "Level 10"), also known as Level 10, which can be doubled to Level XX (レベルXX "Level 20"), also known as Level 20, in the case of Mighty Brothers XX, is an upgrade form of the Ex-Aid Riders, which is accessed through the use of a Level X Rider Gashat. Level X forms are far superior to the previous forms of the original 10 Gashats. It is also the first Level since Level 1 that can be taken directly from civilian form, though Level 2 is later seen to be.

SoundCloud is an audio platform that lets you listen to what you love and share the sounds you create.

Listen to X-Level | Plovdiv. 96 Tracks. 70 Followers. Stream Tracks and Playlists from X-Level on your desktop or mobile device. X-Level. Dimitar Neykov. Plovdiv, Bulgaria.
Level X is the only level in the X-Tunnel and it is counted as a tunnel in Run 3. To access it, you have to beat The Way Back, part 7, even though it branches off from The Way Back, part 3. It is currently the smallest tunnel in the game (tied with Launch Site A and Launch Site C). Its level is very long, one of the longest levels in the game. In this tunnel, there are no other types of tiles other than Normal tiles and Ice tiles (holes if you count them). Finishing the level will lead to a cutscene. Level X (レベルX Reberu Ten, “Level 10”), also known as Level 10, which can be doubled to Level XX (レベルXX Reberu Tsuentī, “Level 20”), also known as Level 20, in the case of Mighty Brothers XX, is an upgrade form of the Ex-Aid Riders, which is accessed through the use of a Level X Rider Gashat. Level X forms are far superior to the previous forms of the original 10 Gashats. It is also the first Level since Level 1 that can be taken directly from civilian form, though Level 2 is later seen to be